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A. About the products. 

We have plenty of designs and models on upholstery furniture. For sofas, there are 

collections from lower range of promotion, mid-high to highest luxury. And we also do well 

on beds and chairs. Totally there are thousands of models globally. 

 

Please note: 

1) About the leather grade and combination 

M, NL, O, P, R ---- These are the leather code of KUKA, from low grade to high grade. For 

example, M leather is the lowest one and R leather is the best and luxurious one. NL and O are the 

best selling mid-high leather, as well as the best cost performance. 

Full Top grain ---- It mean every part of the sofa cover is top grain leather of one leather code. 

Top grain, as you may know, is from the first layer of cow leather which is the best layer. But sofa 

in full top grain of different leather grade or code, is of difference price. For example, M top grain 

is cheaper than NL top grain. 

Top grain + Split --- It means this sofa's cover is by combination of top grain of split leather. 

Split leather is the 2nd layer of cow leather which is also a real leather. But cheaper than top grain. 

Usually, in combination of Full top grain + Split, the seat, arm and back, where human skin 

touches directly, is still top grain. But the base or the back, will be changed to split in same color. 

In this way it provides the good quality as well but with lower cost. 

Top grain + PVC ---- Another combination to make the cost even lower. Where the split leather 

part in a Top Grain+ Split will be changed to PVC but same color. 

CU ---- It's KUKA special improved quality PU or artificial leather. You can find it in the 

K-Touch material book. And for K-TOUCH products, we have the MOQ of at least 5 sets for one 

models, you could combine different models in one container according to the CBM. 

DU ---- It's KUKA code for recycle leather.  

2) About the fabric 

  B, C, D, E, F, G, H ---- These are the fabric code of KUKA, from low grade to high grade. 

3) About the specification 

1.5(0a) ---- 1.5seater, no arm                2(2a)X ---- 2seater(2arms) Mechanism function 

3(1a)E ----3seater (1 arm) Electric function    CL ---- Chaise longue 

CT ---- Coffee table                       C ---- Corner       O ---- Ottoman 

B. About some basic conditions 

Payment ---- 30% TT as advance payment, 70% against the copy of the shipping 

document 

Delivery term ---- Production starts after the order confirmation and advance payment 

received; Common production time is 4 to 5 weeks. 


